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Who is your favorite Author and why?

Catherine Hakpa, JK Rowling, and E.D. Baker.
They all enjoy writing about adventure.

What genre do you prefer to read?
Mystery and Realistic fiction.

Where do you learn about books you
might want to read in the future?
I would like to read other adventures.

Where do you like to read best?

On the couch with my rabbit or in my bed.

When is your favorite time of the day
to read and why?
All time of day, because it is too hard to
decide.

R E A D

o you love dolphins? If you do, ¨Dolphin
Dreams¨ by Catherine Hapka is a great book
for you! You should read this book because it
takes place in the beautiful waters of the Pacific
Ocean. The characters in this book are Avery, a
girl who fears the ocean and loves dolphins. Maria, loves dolphins and loves to draw, but doesn’t
show her drawings to anyone. Seurat, a special
dolphin the girls love and become friends with.
The girls learn that no matter how different you
are from someone you can always be friends and
you can overcome anything.
Avery moves to her cousins’ home. She spots
a cove with dolphins and meets Maria. Avery
goes to the cove every day. One day Avery almost
drowns. Seurat saves her. While Avery is holding
onto Seurat she feels a lump on his stomach and
tells Maria. Both of them panic. The girls get into
a fight. Can they get along and work together to
help Seurat? Can Avery overcome her fear of the
ocean?
This book is a must read for all fifth and sixth
graders who love the ocean and are dolphin
dreamers. You should dive into this book today!
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